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James Martin Driskill • 8 minutes ago

My interface to this page ------ FLAT OUT ---- MARKED INCORRECTLY AS SPAM!

YOU ARE CENSORING THE TRUTH ---- YOU ARE BREAKING THE RULES OF

THE DISQUS! IDEALS OF DISCUSSION FORWARD ---- YOU ARE NOT

GOING TO GET AWAY WITH THIS INSOLENCE!

Spam Defined: Topmost Google Match [ What is Spam? ]

https://www.internetsociety...

Definitions of spam 
The classic definition of spam is unsolicited bulk messages, that is, messages sent to
multiple recipients who did not ask for them. The problems caused by spam are due to the
combination of the unsolicited and bulk aspects; the quantity of unwanted messages
swamps messaging systems and drowns out the messages that recipients do want. [2]

For practical and legal reason, different organizations have different definitions of spam.
When a recipient gets a single message, it can be difficult to tell whether that message was
part of a group sent in bulk, so a common alternative definition is unsolicited commercial e-
mail, on the theory that most unwanted mail is commercial. Many mailbox providers
consider it to be mail their users don’t want, or mail their users complain about, since their
goal is to minimize the support costs associated with complaints. In practice these varying
definitions describe approximately the same set of messages.

In countries that have laws related to spam, the most common legal definition is unsolicited
commercial e-mail, along with mail that is misleading or fraudulent. The United States is an
outlier; its CAN SPAM act only forbids commercial e-mail that is fraudulent, or was sent after
the recipient told the sender to stop. Non-commercial mail generally gets more lenient legal
treatment than commercial mail.
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Where spam appears 
Spam has been a problem in many different media, and invariably arises whenever a
medium allows people to send many messages without per-message charges. A short-lived
flat-rate telegraph service in the 1800s closed down due to spam in Morse code.

On the Internet, spam has affected usenet (the shared bulletin board system), e-mail,
instant messaging, blogs and blog comments, and social media including Facebook and
Twitter. It has also appeared as junk faxes, VoIP telephony, Instant Message (AOL Instant
Message aka AIM, Apple iMessage, etcetera) and SMS (phone text messages.)

Spamming techniques have evolved as conditions have changed. For example, junk faxes
were initially a local problem, as advertisers with new cheap fax machines used them to
make free local calls, but high toll rates kept them from making long distance calls. Now,
with toll rates in much of the world approaching zero, junk faxes are as likely to come from
the other side of the world as from around the corner. On the Internet, as users have moved
from one service to another, e.g., from Geocities to MySpace to Facebook to Pinterest,
spammers have followed them.

What spam does 
The original impetus for spam was advertising. A famous early usenet spam was from a
lawyer advertising immigration service (“green card lottery”) and early e-mail spams
advertised computer equipment, purported blueprints for atomic bombs, and magazine
subscriptions. Since spam is so cheap, and is often anonymous, it is also popular for
marginally or completely illegal schemes including fake drugs, pump and dump stock touts,
money mule recruiting, and advance fee fraud (often called 4-1-9 after the section of the
Nigerian criminal code that outlaws it.)

Some spam also does non-commercial advertising. There has always been a modest
amount of religious spam, and surges of political spam before elections. Although these
kinds often have a different legal status from commercial spam, the practical problems they
present are the same, and providers generally treat them the same.

An increasing motivation for spam is to distribute malware, either by including an infected
program or document directly in the spam, or by linking to a web site with infected content.
These spams generally contain misleading headlines and content to encourage victims to
open them, e.g., pretending to include a receipt for an expensive order the victim never
made.

The other major use of spam is phishing, impersonating a trusted party to steal the victim’s
credentials. Phish spam often pretends to be from banks, ISPs, or mail providers, telling
victims to confirm or update their accounts. Links in the phish lead to a web site that
resembles the real organization’s login page, so the victim will enter his or her credentials,
which are then sent to the phisher.
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Spear-Phishing takes phishing one step further, where the miscreants specifically target
organizations or individuals who are likely to have access to high-value assets. For
example, determining who the financial staff are in a given company may allow access to
bank accounts; similarly, specific technical staff may have login credentials to organizational
infrastructure that can be compromised with a specially crafted, socially engineered spear
phishing attack.

Notes 
[1] Sanford Wallace’s lifelong abuse of services that don’t belong to him is an analog for the
development from annoyance to criminality. Wallace came into the illicit advertising by way
of junk faxing, taking advantage of the relatively low cost of faxing (locally, at least) until he
was told to stop by law enforcement agencies. He moved into the field of email spamming,
and by 1996 had been sued by the major ISPs of the day. He announced his retirement, and
became a D.J. and club owner in New Hampshire for a time, but soon reverted to his
criminal activities; He shifted gears and began to distribute spyware, and again was sued in
2006 to put a stop to that activity. He turned his gaze upon social media networks, and
began to spam MySpace in 2007-2008 and was again sued to stop that activity. In 2009 he
began to send phishing messages to Facebook users, and the social network filed suit
against him. The activity continued, and as he stole additional user credentials, a criminal
suit was brought against him. Wallace was arrested for his phishing activities in 2011 and
awaits trial for several serious charges.

[2] The name comes from an old Monty Python skit in which actors in a movie lot canteen
dressed in Viking costumes chant spam, Spam, SPAM so loudly and repeatedly as to drown
out everything else.

△ ▽

This comment was marked as spam.

James Martin Driskill  • 2 hours ago • edited> James Martin Driskill

Take this understanding....

doctor-nancy-ellen-madinger dot fuckeduphuman dot net

*********************************_______________________

[ Technology Actual Subdomain defined ].

If however it was not a subcontent active pointing folder..... the link

http://person-nancy-ellen-madinger.fuckeduphuman.net --- serves the root directory
of this domain
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or

http://persons.fuckeduphuman.net/Nancy.Ellen.Madinger/

Can Be Fully Name Binded [ INTERMIXING OR LOOP BINDING ] our two purposes
---- to define the truth.

http://npino.content-moderator-under-firsthand-views.recordid.1326148180-nancy-
madinger.doctor-nancy-ellen-
madinger.persons.fuckeduphuman.net/Nancy.Ellen.Madinger/

OR

uchealth Messaging - April 16 2018.html

There are 5 additional record html data files to reflect ----

When no one replies ----- conspiracy is true. 
When comments are deleted ----- conspiracy is true.

No more lies, no more conspiracy ---- open my comments fully and let me take the
lead of this catastrophe of mass conflict of interest ---- empower my vision of peace
building ---- for all humanity sakes ---- get a clue ---

TIME FOR SOMETHING NEW!

-----

Now can their actually be a rejection of my comment that you deleted? Reply your
understanding of these technology active facts. You are not a complete dumb ass
idiot --- so reflect that you have some guts --- or some balls ---- and understand what
the technology interface that I am holding here -- upon the record ---- of truth ----
needs to be applied adaptively.

Community Address #06

Community Address #06A
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-----

#AllLivesMatter --- Is there a tag search on NPINO.COM for that reference?

△ ▽

James Martin Driskill • 11 hours ago • edited

The political climate can not fully appreciate or take into account what I fully know about a
hidden secret agenda that has been internally embedded in the Ryan White Care Act
funded social services and provider care network. That conspiracy, the root of it allows for
the concept of "Fuck Off and Die" to be given a underlying hold of policy observance even if
such a policy is not actually written. That medical providers and social workers who thought
that those who are "The Dirty" do not deserve their life, much less their liberty or their
pursuit of happiness. As such, this secret agenda has been placed nationally across the
spectrum of those who hold this belief and the prevalence of people and political powers
and those who are under the legal requirement to enforce the law have left this little dirty
secret to go unchallenged by any means normal, and in that abnormal observation, people
have died from their HIV/AIDS infection that would not have. These deaths are preventable.
Not only that, but the fact that the true science confirms but the community has been aware
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see more

of [ U = U ] for so long that if it was not for the fact that people have died, it is laughable that
the CDC took so long to come to this awareness ---- the community members have not
killed anyone by acting irresponsible in the community with their sexual behaviors, it has
been the system of social services and the provider care network that has acted
irresponsible allowing for those to be hated on until they lose their stability and they are

△ ▽

 • Edit • Reply •

James Martin Driskill • a day ago

Dr. Madinger, would you like to respond publically, privately, in person, in confidence, how
do you wish to proceed to break this hate paradigm [ new commitments in writing ----
however that can be performed ]:

△ ▽

 • Edit • Reply •

James Martin Driskill • a day ago • edited

see more

[ URLS HERE ARE CUSTOMIZED --- INDIVIDUALLY NAME BINDED ]:

Watch BARBRA STREISAND --- Don't Lie To Me:

YouTube Video: Don't Lie To Me 
http://doctor-nancy-ellen-madinger.time-to-denounce-the-hate.dont-lie-to-
me.music.fuckeduphuman.net/Dont-Lie-To-Me/

Once you have watched that music video --- a political statement of the times.... proceed to
watch my 
ADMONISHMENT of this matter ---- before one can apologize, one must know what they
are apologizing for.

QR SCAN CODE IN THIS IMAGE [ CUSTOMIZED ]: A Forevermore Dunce [ Video ]: 
http://doctor-nancy-ellen-madinger.time-to-denounce-the-hate.dont-lie-to-
me.community.gruwup.net/27/

△ ▽

James Martin Driskill • a day ago • edited

I was a former patient of Doctor Madinger in the Denver metro area in 2012/2016 while I
was under a hate, harassment, and retaliation attack from the community starting with my
residency in 2014 within the HIV Community residency. At the time that I was being seen by
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Dr. Madinger, I was complaining about this community harassment but no one would take
my complaints seriously enough for me to be able to identify the haters and put a stop to it.
This was extremely effecting my mental health. Doctor Madinger was very well informed that
I had a prior incident with hate and retaliation from an experience from Oakland CA in 2005.
I, in fact, made a protest promise to long walk home from Oakland to San Bernardino issued
to the Attorney in the eviction case written May 20th 2006. This promise to long walk, would
be a long aids walk of course. You see, Dr. Madinger was my doctor when I made my
attempt to fulfill this walk promise in September of 2013. Doctor Madinger counselled me as
an individual patient, but did not progress this long walk to community interests like it should
have taken hold. This long walk began September 21st 2013, the International Day Of
Peace. The route of the walk was planned to be over 500 miles.

This is all journaled at [ http://alongwalkofbeauty.gruwup.net : Great Reasons Us Will Unite
Peace ].

△ ▽

 • Edit • Reply •

James Martin Driskill • 2 days ago

I represent the truth

△ ▽

James Martin Driskill • 2 days ago • edited

I can repost the TRUTH over and over and over and over and over -----

TRUTH RECORD ARCHIVE: 
http://webdomains.realuphuman.net/npino.com/  
[ Actively Servicing The Truth To All-Time Human History ]

These two call recording are Interesting and relevant onto this subject:

CALL ATTEMPTING TO CONTACT THE OFFICE OF DR. MADINGER: 
http://webdomains.realuphuman.net/npino.com/ucheath%20id%20dept%20dr%20madinger_
06-28_08-03-14.mp3

RETURNED CALL TO REPUTATIONDEFENDER.COM RE: USE OF THE INTERNET
DOMAIN 
[ @FUCKEDUPHUMAN.NET ] IN THESE MATTERS: 
http://webdomains.realuphuman.net/npino.com/Reputation-Defender_2019-06-28_08-07-
27.mp3

KEEP THE REAL TRUTH LIVE INFORMATION ON THIS RECORD ! THANK YOU!
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Southeast Foot & Ankle Center Inc in
Juneau, Alaska - Address …
1 comment • 3 months ago

Harry P — Hate to let others touch or look at
my feet. But I hurt myself from a hiking. Went
to see Dr …

Northland Smiles Little Falls, Pa in Little
Falls, Minnesota - Dental …
1 comment • 2 months ago

John Cook — I am glad to see you are
building an office in Little Falls, Mn. So I won't
have to drive all …

Comfort Care Medical Equipment, Inc in
Bel Air, Maryland - …
1 comment • 24 days ago

Cynthia Cade — We Would Like To Know
Why SLOW Process This YEAR For DME
SUPPLIES? 3 …

Newport Academy-kurtz in Mc Lean,
Virginia - Drug Abuse …
1 comment • 5 months ago

ProtectFairHousing — As of 6/20/19 This
facility is not yet licensed and is embroiled in
a …
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